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"Want To Get Indexed In Hours And Boost Your Search Engine Rankings?" Step By Step Guide Reveals

How To Massively Boost Your Traffic And Get Indexed Rapidly Using Freely Available Resources As

marketers, we are always looking for methods to get our websites indexed quickly and ranking well. Let's

face it, the longer a website is not indexed, the more money it is costing us and the lower we rank in the

search engines the worse our earnings will be. Traffic and rankings are the number one problem that

Internet marketers face. Without them an online marketer has no business so it is a constant battle to get

more traffic and to get ranking quickly. There are many guides promising to show you how to do this but

they either cost the earth or are incredibly difficult to do, requiring specific technical information and

abilities or expensive tools. What if there was a way for you to increase your traffic and get your new sites

indexed rapidly and it didn't have to cost you a penny? Would you be interested in that? Sure you would!

You'd love to know how to get your websites indexed in hours instead of days or even weeks. You'd love

to know how to avoid the dreaded Google Sandpit and how to shoot up the search engine rankings. At

the end of the day, if you can do this then you are looking at increasing your profits from your online

business. And who wouldn't want that? Step By Step Guide To Boosting Rankings s The Social

Bookmarking Backlinks program has been specially created to address the issues above. We're all fed up

of getting sandpitted and struggling to get higher rankings in the search engines. This twelve part video

course will walk you through the entire process of using social bookmarks to massively improve your

business. By the time you've finished watching it you will know the most effective ways to use social

bookmarking on your websites. You will know exactly what to bookmark and what not to bookmark plus

where the best places to bookmark your pages are. This guide will reveal everything you need to know

about generating backlinks from social bookmarking. Video 1 - Introduction 4m 49s * Learn what is in this

step by step training program * Understand what social bookmarks are and why they are so important for

you m Video 2 - Effective Social Bookmarking 8m 32s * Learn what it takes to effectively use social

bookmarking * Discover how you can ensure your bookmarks all stick and are accepted m Video 3 - What

To Bookmark 4m 43s * Learn what does well in the social bookmarking sites and what doesn't * Discover
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the best types of pages to bookmark for maximum effectiveness m Video 4 - Free Social Bookmarking

Tool 7m 28s * Discover a powerful tool that will submit your pages automatically to over 30 social

bookmarking sites at a click of a button m Video 5 - Cheap Bookmarks 10m 25s * Learn one of the best

places to get natural social bookmarks for one or two cents a bookmark! m Video 6 - Outsourcing 11m

06s * Learn how to outsource your social bookmarking * Discover some top places to find outsourcers at

incredibly reasonable prices * Know what to give your outsourcer in order for you to get maximum benefit

from their work Let me share with you one of my sample videos (in the quality you will receive them -

notice they are a good size and very easy to see what is going on - not some postage stamp sized grainy

video) Video 7 - Social Bookmarking Tools 11m 22s * See some of the top social bookmarking tools and

determine which one will help your business * Understand what you need to know before you spend your

money on buying software tools m Video 8 - Automated Social Bookmarking 3m 43s * See a free way

that takes 15 - 20 minutes and gets you 50 social bookmarking buttons! m Video 9 - Major Social

Bookmarking Sites 7m 48s * See some of the major social bookmarking sites up close and personal *

Discover what these sites and looking for and how giving it to them can get you thousands of visitors a

day m Video 10 - Adding Social Bookmarking Buttons 7m 10s * Learn how to rapidly add social

bookmarking buttons to your website so your visitors can bookmark your pages * Discover the biggest

mistake many people make when adding social bookmarking buttons m Video 11 - Creating Your Own

Bookmarking Site 3m 40s * Learn how to create your own social bookmarking site * And how this could

be very beneficial to you m Video 12 - Summary 7m 26s * Summarize all the information you have

learned * Discover how to take this forward to the next level and start really benefiting from social
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